Adoption of Health Information Exchange by Emergency Physicians at Three Urban Academic Medical Centers
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Summary
Objectives: Emergency physicians are trained to make decisions quickly and with limited patient information. Health Information Exchange (HIE) has the potential to improve emergency care by bringing relevant patient data from non-affiliated organizations to the bedside. NYCLIX (New York CLinical Information eXchange) offers HIE functionality among multiple New York metropolitan area provider organizations and has pilot users in several member emergency departments (EDs).

Methods: We conducted semi-structured interviews at three participating EDs with emergency physicians trained to use NYCLIX. Among “users” with > 1 login, responses to questions regarding typical usage scenarios, successful retrieval of data, and areas for improving the interface were recorded. Among “non-users” with ≤1 login, questions about NYCLIX accessibility and utility were asked. Both groups were asked to recall items from prior training regarding data sources and availability.

Results: Eighteen NYCLIX pilot users, all board certified emergency physicians, were interviewed. Of the 14 physicians with more than one login, half estimated successful retrieval of HIE data affecting patient care. Four non-users (one login or less) cited forgotten login information as a major reason for non-use. Though both groups made errors, users were more likely to recall true NYCLIX member sites and data elements than non-users. Improvements suggested as likely to facilitate usage included a single automated login to both the ED information system (EDIS) and HIE, and automatic notification of HIE data availability in the EDIS All respondents reported satisfaction with their training.

Conclusions: Integrating HIE into existing ED workflows remains a challenge, though a substantial fraction of users report changes in management based on HIE data. Though interviewees believed their training was adequate, significant errors in their understanding of available NYCLIX data elements and participating sites persist.
1. Background

1.1 Health Information Exchange and Emergency Medicine Physician Adoption

Health Information Exchange (HIE) has the potential to improve patient care by bringing relevant patient data to the point of care. HIE seems particularly promising in emergency departments (EDs), where patients frequently present outside their usual medical home and outside the normal hours during which primary care doctors, pharmacies or insurers can typically be reached. Furthermore, emergency presentations often have an acuity that demands rapid decision-making, at a time when patients may be unable to provide useful historical information. These were among the reasons the Institute of Medicine recommended robust information systems to improve emergency health services [1, 2].

Though emergency medicine (EM) physicians have trained to care for patients with limited information, prior work suggests they should benefit from HIE. Studies have shown a significant fraction of patients in health information exchanges, ranging from 7.6% to 8.5%, have “crossover” care from other institutions [3, 4]. One study showed about a third of patients seen in EDs had missing information deemed important to care; among the sickest patients, that fraction rose to nearly half [5]. An earlier survey in New York City noted that 85% of EM physicians experienced difficulty obtaining relevant patient information from outside providers, resulting in frequent failed or aborted retrieval attempts [6].

When health information exchange was studied in emergency departments, cost savings were observed [7, 8] and further trials have been proposed for the evaluation of patient outcomes and resource utilization [9].

However, initiatives aimed at improving ED workflows are often stymied by the nature of shift work, high patient acuity and unpredictable patient flow [10].

Barriers to adopting electronic medical records (EMR) have been well-described [11, 12], and since HIE applications mirror many of the data review capabilities of EMR systems, they experience similar obstacles.. The installation expense and disruptive nature of new systems, forgotten passwords, user interface frustrations, and mistrust of external data have all been cited as barriers to adoption [7, 13, 14]. Moreover, unlike a new EMR system, HIE implementations are not currently considered mission-critical or mandatory in most ED settings, creating further barriers to adoption. Studies have found the rate of HIE usage to be variable (depending on site-specific factors) but generally low, ranging from approximately 0.5–20% [15–17].

1.2 NYCLIX implementation

NYCLIX (New York Clinical Information eXchange) is a regional health information exchange in the New York metropolitan area. NYCLIX’s members include 10 academic medical centers, the Visiting Nurse Service of New York, and two ambulatory groups. The NYCLIX technical infrastructure includes a federated database with a central master patient index. Registration, laboratory, and radiology data are available from all NYCLIX hospital participants; other data types (e.g., allergies, medication lists, cardiology reports, etc.) are available from some but not all members. NYCLIX is a 501(c) 3 non-profit corporation, with infrastructure that was funded by Federal and State grants and by contributions from the members. NYCLIX has developed a privacy and security framework that is aligned with the New York State Department of Health’s recommendations [18]. Access to NYCLIX data by providers requires affirmative written patient consent.

In the spring of 2009 the NYCLIX data feeds were enabled and pilot users in several participating EDs began using the HIE capability. Though workflow varies by site, EM physicians typically access NYCLIX by clicking a static link within an ED information system (not within the patient’s chart), then entire login credentials and search the system for their patient and the presence of HIE data.
2. Objectives

As part of the effort to evaluate the impact of HIE on resource utilization, patient care and physician practice, we sought to examine the perceptions, workflow and adoption of NYCLIX among EM physician pilot users.

3. Methods

Based on prior published works investigating barriers to EMR and HIE adoption [6] and feedback received and discussed among the NYCLIX Clinical Advisory Group, a branched semi-structured survey instrument was developed for pilot users, for use within several months following their NYCLIX training. Of the list of EM physicians who had completed prior training at three academic urban hospitals participating in the NYCLIX pilot program, twenty-two were randomly selected for recorded interviews. Eighteen physicians agreed to participate, a number within the range necessary for maximal variation of interview responses in order to achieve theoretical saturation [19].

The interviews were conducted in person or by phone, with interviewers posing open-ended questions with prompts for user discussion for ten to twenty minutes. Phone conversations were digitally recorded and log sheet with physician responses were filled out.

Physicians who reported having logged in to NYCLIX more than once were defined as “users” and were asked questions regarding typical usage scenarios, their impressions of successful retrieval of data (i.e., HIE data affecting ED patient care), and ideas about improving the NYCLIX interface.

Users with one login or fewer were defined as “non-users” and were asked about NYCLIX accessibility and perceived utility.

Both groups of users were asked to recall elements of their NYCLIX training session, which lasted approximately one hour and was conducted on a rolling basis, approximately two to eight months prior to these interviews. Demographic information and recall scores were determined with Microsoft Excel 2007. Individual identifiers were removed from responses, and opinions were summarized and grouped according to the evolving narratives [20] by two of the authors (NG, SV). Succinct excerpts were isolated for the purpose of clarity.

4. Results

Twenty-two NYCLIX pilot users were selected for interview; eighteen agreed to participate. Four were classified as non-users. Those classified as NYCLIX users on average were younger (39 vs. 46) worked more clinical hours per week (21 vs. 15.6) and had fewer years since graduating residency (9.1 vs. 14).

Of users, half (7/14) estimated successful retrieval of HIE data that affected patient care on one or more occasions. Triggers for targeted searches (looking for specific data on a specific patient, as opposed to browsing the list of all consented patients under a clinician’s care with HIE data) included patients reporting visits at other New York City (NYC) hospitals with pertinent cardiac (9/14, 64%) or laboratory (5/14, 36%) data, and suspected drug seekers (4/14, 29%).

Among the four non-users, forgotten login credentials were frequently cited for non-use (75%). Non-users suggested better workflow integration via flags in their ED information system (EDIS) to alert them to the presence of NYCLIX data. Another suggestion was a link from the EDIS that passes users’ credentials and patient information to NYCLIX, launching with a single click directly into the relevant patient’s NYCLIX record. These modifications to the existing workflow were seen as a means to increase their likelihood of adoption and usage, and were echoed by users as well.

All interviewees reported satisfaction with their training. As a way to test retention of important information from training, interviewees were asked to recall three hospitals participating in NYCLIX from a list of 16 that included nine non-participating hospitals in the area. They were also asked to select two of three data elements available from every hospital provider out of a list of ten items. Users recalled more true NYCLIX member sites than non-users (averaging 2.4 correct responses per user vs. 1.75 per non-user). Nonusers tended to mention sites that were geographically close to their...
ED rather than sites actually participating in NYCLIX, and recalled fewer data elements available from all NYCLIX hospitals (an average of 1.0 elements vs. 1.2 for users). Excerpts of user and non-user responses appear in Table 1.

5. Discussion

5.1. ED pilot users adoption of NYCLIX

Our results revealed some responses consistent with findings from prior HIE studies, but also some surprises.

The lack of benefit of HIE reported by some non-users in this study has been noted elsewhere. In a recent survey, outpatient specialists were found to be less enthusiastic about the benefits of HIE compared to primary care providers [12]. Individual reports of benefit or enthusiasm, however, lack the persuasive power of organizational assessments. In a recent systematic review, Vest et al. (2010) noted that few studies exist assessing HIE effect at an organization level [15]. One earlier estimate of cost savings from HIE in a network of city EDs was substantial, with potential savings from avoided duplicate testing and hospital admissions, and reduced ED communications and operating costs [23].

The patient scenarios that users disclosed as most frequently prompting HIE queries — patients with outstanding cardiac catheterization reports, laboratory data, and those suspected of seeking pain medication prescriptions — fit somewhat with prior research into what EM physicians are seeking in past histories [17, 24]. Shablinsky et al. had reported that EM physicians requested past history details when confronted with diagnoses of chest pain, asthma, alcoholism, diabetic ketoacidosis, stroke, and sickle cell anemia, in order of descending priority. Johnson noted that recent testing at affiliated facilities led to the most HIE access — indeed, at several sites in the MidSouth eHealth Alliance, registrars or triage nurses are tasked with querying the HIE for patients who reveal recent RHIO ED visits so that the clinicians are aware of the existence of this data at the time of the initial interview [17]. This stands in contrast to the typical process at NYCLIX emergency departments, where it is incumbent upon physicians to investigate prior RHIO visits by asking the patient and querying NYCLIX, and may explain why even the most frequent NYCLIX users search for a small fraction of their total patient volume [unpublished data].

Though NYCLIX pilot users believed their mandatory training session was adequate, errors were uncovered in their understanding of available data elements and participating sites. Believing that geographically close hospitals are NYCLIX members when in fact they are not, or believing that more patient data elements are present, is likely to lead to fruitless queries and ultimately to dissatisfaction with HIE. Prior analyses of EMR implementations have led to the recommendation that realistic expectations for effort and performance are crucial for establishing short- and long-term user satisfaction [22, 25]. The same management of expectations is likely necessary for HIE adoption, and so, constant reminders of the participating sites and available data should reinforce appropriate use of HIE data and improve adoption, though these reminders are not currently features of NYCLIX.

5.2 Future Directions

Fostering behavioral change in any clinician is an endeavor, and asking EM physicians to search a new database separate from their existing information systems and outside established workflows is particularly challenging.

Still, to realize the promise of HIE to tailor appropriate care to patients, decrease duplicate testing and potentially avoidable admissions, and improve patient safety, EM physician adoption is crucial.

Our interviews of ED pilot users and non-users of NYCLIX produced important suggestions for enhancing adoption. Already, at one NYCLIX institution, flags are being developed for the EDIS and clinical patient data repository which will transport users directly to the NYCLIX portal once clicked. Furthermore, a new column was added to the NYCLIX portal to indicate whether patients currently in a given ED have data available from other NYCLIX sites, obviating the need to drill into each chart to see if outside data is there.
Finally, a computer-based training module was implemented, so that potential users who have not undergone training can click on a link in their site's EDIS or results review application and be brought directly to the training module. After completing the module, login credentials are sent, enabling access.

These planned improvements will address several of the EM physicians' perceived obstacles to access. It is worth noting, however, that these interviews showed a substantial fraction of users reporting changes in patient management based on HIE data. Even in this early phase of use, it seems health information exchange may already be fulfilling some of its promise of improving patient care.

**Statement of Clinical Relevance**

Integrating HIE into existing ED workflows remains a challenge, though a substantial fraction of users interviewed for this research cite changes in management based on HIE data. A single automated login to both the EDIS and HIE may facilitate usage, as would automatic notification of HIE data availability in the EDIS. Though users believed their training was adequate, significant errors in their understanding of available NYCLIX data elements and participating sites persist.
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Table 1 Excerpts from interviews with users and non-users.

1A. Users recall their NYCLIX queries and respond to whether it has affected patient management

- “I’ve checked recent beta hCG levels, hemoglobin…. It was useful.”
- “It doesn’t work too often for me…. I remember a patient insisted there was a visit I couldn’t find. Another time, I could confirm the visit but not the test results.”
- “I’d say [in 15–20%] it did [affect my management of the patient] … there was this one patient, an elderly man who presented to ED with chest pain. Family was not at bedside…. so we planned a standard cardiac workup. We had no previous info on the patient. ..[upon accessing NYCLIX we learned] serial cardiac enzymes had already been done [elsewhere] and those were negative. Instead of admitting the patient, he was discharged home… [NYCLIX] prevented an unnecessary admission.”
- “It hasn’t happened yet…maybe some of that is that I’m not using it enough”

1B. Users describe usage scenarios

- “I’ve looked for recent stress tests when patients tell me they’ve never had one.”
- “I open NYCLIX when I’m desperate or something’s not adding up. I’ve checked NYCLIX for patients I think are drug seeking, to see if they’ve been elsewhere recently.”
- “I use NYCLIX when the patient tells me he’s been at another hospital recently, and has important tests done which he or she is not too clear about…. A patient with a recent cath, for instance.”
- “I use NYCLIX when I want to have more past medical history, and I suspect it’s on NYCLIX.”

1C. Quotes from non-users

- “Every click is a barrier…. a single sign-on and even a flag in [my ED information system – EDIS] would save me time and make me more likely to use NYCLIX. And we need EKG data!”
- “I can’t use NYCLIX – it’s been so long since I was trained, I forgot my login.”
- “I don’t even remember my login. And it’s rare when I find myself wishing for info that’s not already in our system, or a quick phone call away.”

1D. Quotes from users about improving access

- “I would love to be prompted more externally, you know like monthly emails: see who accessed it this month…. very simple very short, little prompts for me to think about accessing it”
- “The biggest thing is to get more people to participate and get more institutions to provide more data …. I think it’s extremely valuable and a very good clinical tool. [But it will be necessary to get more] participation from the clerical staff to get people enrolled so that people would participate.”
- “I hate having to remember a second password. I wish NYCLIX had more data [elements] and more member hospitals.”
- “I’d really like a flag in [my EDIS] telling me if there’s data in NYCLIX… I also have a hard time remembering the member hospitals, would like some kind of pop-up reminder.”

1E. Users consider browsing the list of consented ED patients with available data in NYCLIX, instead of targeted searches prompted by individual patients

- “I only use it when I have a focused clinical question. I’m not just browsing.”
- “I use the ‘patients in ED’ start screen but never considered just browsing. Since we have a lot of crossover, I may start doing that…”
- “Because [NYCLIX] requires logging on and specific purposeful activities to get on to it …. I tend to do a target search for a particular patient.”
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